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"OTHER'S EX1;ECTATIOm;" AND THEIR EfT'ECT 'm THE BEHAVIrlR f')r Cr." 

"Other's Expectations" is one of those key concepts around which the 

"~I WTe r" C7fON main body of sociological theory has been built. Parsons- says that 
o4-Two OIf·,..,ol,"C. I;vPJv/PVHl..,t}t.70f(S IIV Lvh/C~ ~J9'J., COAi+CJl"l1?s ..... ~ 'The.. IE/tPc.cTi97/o-1 

r..(.. rt.e. o7J,~r (s) "~. is ••• the fundamental point of reference for all motivational 

analysis of social process." (1) '!'he reaction of tite individual to the 

expectations of others is certainly central to Mead and the symbolic 

interactlonists in general. and such concepts as social structure. role, 

significant other, cross pressures, relative deppivation. status,status 

inconsistency. reference group. role conflict, norms, generalized others, 

sanction. culture. inetitution, and many others are derivitive of or ~ .. 
lated· to "othf!lr's expectation." "Other's Expectation" holds this lofty 

position in sociology as a consequence of the two~fold role it is seen 

to play: 1.) it is seen to be one of the 'primary ways in which alter 

can excerbe control over the behavior of ego, and 2.) it is in terms 

of his own expectation about ego's behavior what alter orients his own 

behavior toward or in respect to ego.(2) '!'he important point here is 

that expectations are seen to he related t.O behaviors. and it is the 

relationship of expectation to hehavior that is the focus of this paper. 

H.iddl;!n in this dual role of expectation is a "dual ilature". or 

perhaps just a potentIal confueion in the way the term is used. On the 

one hand. expectation is said to ~ert a controlling function over 

Sgots behavior. becuase he will be sanctioned (by Alter or Alters) 

1. Talcott Parsons,The Social System, Glencoe, Illinois, The Free Press, 
1951. pp. 20~-205. 

2. This is what Parsons means by "double contingencyn. Parsons, ibid. 
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if he does not fulfill it,(3) 'In this sense, expectation refers to 

a normative demand. But this expectation is also seen to direct 

alter's behavior: in this sense it loses the character or a demand 

and becomes a prediction. Alter can (or must) act in a given manner 

because he anticipates a certain behavior from ego. Thus when alter 

goes int,o a store, he expects ego to yield some merchandise to him 

in exchange for a sum of money. Ego must conform to alter's ex

pectation (demand) ar be sanctioned (perhaph alter won't shop there 

again. etc,), But alte!' orients his behavior (going to the store, 

presenting the Dloney, etc.) to his prediction that ego !2:!!. vend 

the merchandise. 

There seem to ba, then, two facets to the term expectation: 

,1.) Theft are normative expectations, or alter's judgment of what 

ego's b&havior should be and 2.) predicted expectations, or alter's 

judgment 'of what ego's behavior will be. 

Behaviors a!'e always performed toward orin regard to BODIe 

social obj\!ct. thOUgh, and so can be considel'ed an individual: 

o!'ientation toward some social object o!' set of objects. Rince this 

is the case, we can redefine the two kinds of expectations this way: 

1.) A normaling e~ectation is alter's judgment of what ego's relation

ship toward certain objects~. This b!'ief arguement yields,four 

sets of va!'iable, which must be included in any analysil! of the effect 

of alte!", expectations or ego's behavio!': 1.) Alter's normatives 

definition of nO!'mative the object of the behavio!' , b) ego, and c) 

the consequent real relationship of ego to the object (what that 
.. -

relationship !!> ~.) Ego's nO!'matives definition of a) the object of 

the action, b) himself. and c) the consequent ideal relationship of 

ego to the object (ego's conception of what ego thinks the relation

ship should be) and 4.) Ego's ~definition of a) the object of 

the action, b) himself. and c) the consequent real relationship -between hi1llSelf and'the object. 

3. Ps!'Sens, Ibid, p. 38, Neal Gross et.al •• Explo!'atious in Role 
Analysis, pp. 58-59. 
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The basic &rguement of this paper will be that (1) above determines 

(a) above; that (2) above determines (II) above, and that under certain 

conditions. (a) above. can determine (II) above. 

The assumption that makes this analysis worthwhile is this, it 

is ego's real definition of his relationship to the social object 

Which determines his actual behavior. CII ) Thus the critical dependent 

variable is variable II above. 

Where: 

Vl " 
V2 = 
Va " 
VII " 

I V2 

See Page 3 

. 

.. I 
. 

Figure 1 

+ other . 
variables L, V 

~Ee va VII havior 

/ I' / 'ITj 
... 

Variables other 
than Alter's 
expectations 

Tbe theory uP. to this point bay be represented diagramatially as in 

Figure 1. 

II. This assumption is analyzed in much greater detail in -oseph 

Wodlfel. A Won-Motiviational .Thegry of Behavior •• Unptiblished, 

PI.D dissertation, University of Wisconsin, 1967. Ch. II and 5. 



A.) The Predictive Expectation! 

The predictive component of alter's expectation for ep,o has 

probably not ~ceived the attention it deserves. Gross, for example, 

clearly delineates the concept, names it "anticipation", then goes 

on to deal with normative expectations, leaving the predictive com

ponent to others.(4) The predictive expectation deserves better than 

that. 

A prediction by alter of ego's relationship to an object serves 

as a bit of evidence ego can use to define that relationship for him

self. Again. and individual's judgment of how he is reiated to an 

object must depend on some evidence. e.g •• what he haa seen in the - . 

past. what others have told him. etc. In the absence of any other 

evidence. alter's jU?gment of what ego's relationship to the object 

was (V ) would wholl determine e o's own udgment about that relation-
V ship. 11:) 

COiiCeption 

This is extremely important. since it influences ego's 

- not 'IiIf what he !.l!.ould do - but of what he is going .!2.~. 

GiveD.no other intervening variables, alter's predictive expectation 

should wholly determineego's subsequent behavior.($) 

n.)TheNormatiV:e Expectation: 

The normative expectation, asl havesi'lid. is alter's judgment 

8boutwhat eg~'s relationship to an ·object" should be. Insofar as this 

normative expectation is communicated to e<;o, it servcs as information 

for ego. It tells ego what alter's judgment is. 'low, insofar as 

any D?tion ego has in his head at any time rests on ~ evidence 

fi.oin ~ewhere~ we inai sugg~st that alter's expectation abOut what 

ego's relationship to· an Object sh~uld be serves asaa bit of evidence 

on which ego bSses his definition of what it should be (and. of course. 

what· the consequ~nceriofits not being *hat will be). Alter's 

judgment of wh~t he should do then. influences ego's judgment ~f what he 

should do. If there were" no other evidence available to ego about what 

-
4. Gross, ibid. 

S. This whole analysis is predicted on the assumption that a person's 
behavior is wholly contingent on his conception of his relationship 

to objects. (bis self .conception), See footnote 2. p. 2. The argument 
essentially suggests that what egO~i:eg ~dO has mere 

~~~~~~~h~~ 
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his relationship to the object should be, there alter's normative 

eapectation would wholly determine ego's own judgment, since it would 

be the only evidence ego had to go on. In other words, all the 

evidence available to ego (alter's normative expectation) indicated 

that his relationship to the object should be thus and so there is 

no contrary evidence. 

But alter's normative expectation also contains a predictive . 

element: it predicts the state of affai.w that will hold>;should 

eEQ ~ eQilfonn to alter's expectation. It predicts !!it 1 pt, 

behavi01' the 1:i$ cmrcepticlI of yft.;rt be -bollld &'9 --o;r _ e.'OIem ~ 

~e puts to de- ~at alter will sanction ep,o's failure to meet 

alter's normative demand. Thus alter's normative expectation serves 

as evidence for two conceptions ego formsl 1.) what his relationship 

to the object should be, and 2.) what stat of affairs will occur 

if ego doesnnot conform to this ethical mandate. Again, in the absence 

of any other evidence. (e.g •• other altere, ego's past experiences in 

s illl ilar situations. etc.) alte!"s expectation will be determining. 

But even in this world of the analytic ideal, where "all othe!' 

factOrS are equal", ego's behavio!' is still problematic. Even if 

there are n.o other sources Of influence; even if alte!"s normative 

expectation wholly determines ego's conception of A.) what his 

relatiQnship to the object should be, and B.) what consequences will 

t~ place if ego fails to conform to it, - ego still may not conform 

to it. People sometimes do not do what they think they sho~ld. even 

thoullh they are sanctioned fO!' not doing so. In orde!' to-ae-count fOt' .,.... ,. 

the effect of a demandive expectation of alte!' on ego's behavio!' 

we must assess the conditions unde!' which A.) ego does what he thinks 

he should=do. and B.) ego acts to avoid sanctions. That is, we must 

account for the conditions unde!' which what ego's cQllcept:!.on of what 

his relationship to an Object should be. (Va) influences his judgment 
. . -

of what it .!!.(V4). 

C.) The Effect of the Individual's Normative EXpectation 

on His T>redictive·Expectation: 

As we suggested in the last section. the mormative expectation has its 



effect on behavior in an indirect fashion. Tt establishes an 

individual's conception of what he should do in order ~o avoid 

certain consequeftces. But whether or not he will choose to avoid 

those consequences depends on certain other conditions which have 

yet to be specified. 

6 

Our assumption. of course. is that an individual's predictive 

expectation for his own behavior is what determines that behavior. 

The connection between his normative expecation for his own 

behavior~ ; ... , asn 'do r i5"a,C Ii''' 

hi. 411 Zi Iscl: f = and that behavior. then. 1IIUSt lie in a conceptual 

premiss or set of premisses linking. in ego's mind, his mormative 

expectation· with his predictive expectation. The number and variety 

of such concdptual links is probably not limited. but some are 

fairly cOQmon (or at least are assumed to be common in the general 

literature.) If an indicidual (1) valued bis relationship with 

alter, for example. and (2) saw that relationship as continr.ent on 

his fulfillment of alter's normative expectation, and (3) saw him

self as the kind of person who (a) always, or (b) in this ·~ituation, 

acted to achieve desirable states. and (II) did not see his fulfillment 

of alter's normative expectation as leading to the loss of some other 

state of affairs. more highly valued than his relationship with alter. 

then he would end up conceiving of himself as the kind of person who 

fulfilled alter's expectation under the conditions that prevailed 

as he saw them. His prediction for his own· behavior would be that he 

woufdlfulfill alter's expectation. 

Or, if an individual (from a negative point of view) saw that 

he would be otherwise sanctioned by alter for failing to fUlfill 

alter's normative expectation. and saw himself as the kind of person 

who (a) always, or (b) in this situation acted to avcbid sanctioning, 

and that no greater sanction would result from fulfillment of the 

expectation tha. non-fUlfillment. he would act in accoroan<;e with 

the normative expectation. 

Third, if the individual simply conceived of hImself as the kind 
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of person who always (or in that situation) did what alter wanted 

he would fulfill the expectation. ·ust as an illustration of the 

range of these potential conceptual links, the theory would a~flue 

that if ego conceived of himself as the kind of person who did what

ever anyone with bronw eyes asked him, he would fulfill the mormative 

exp' xpectationsof all brown eyed people. 

The important point of this passage is that. no matter thei ii . lJi /I s e' 
lJehplllolj J S "I-W!1Y,I M~oJJfJTe ~ ... . 

variety, the effect of normative expectations on wnich serve to linl!! Or ,-0&",/7 117 

1 " fIH?,.,;.St" S 
ego's conception of what he thinks alter wants him to do with what 

ego thinks he will do. 

The basic suggestion of this part of the paper, then, is this: 

If all other factors are controlled, alter's predictive expectations 

will lead directly to ego's behavior, but, even if all other ractors 

were held equal, alter's normative expectation would not lead directly 

to ego's behavior unless some counitive linkage between ego's concept

ion of whet alter wanted h1m to do and what ego thouv,ht he was f~oing 

to do were providad. This is a vital consideration wheJi' any correlational 

analysis between alter's expectation and ego's behavipr is attempted. 
II 

But all other factors are never equal. ~eople do not often come 

into situations with no prior concePtion of what they should do or what 

they will do. And there is almost nevel' just one UteI'; predictive 

and normative expectations may be in conflict for any single alter. 

The purpose of this section is to dellnlate some new variables that 

must be taken into account when this additional complexity is intro

duced into the interaction situation. 

lie have so far des,crived the expectation'-behavior relationship 

as a two-step ,process, whereby the expectation of alter serves as 

evidence ego used to establish his conception (a) of waat his relation

ship to some object should be, (i.e., what consequences will result 
f61~"Ir'" 

from its fu 1 1<1 to be such) and (b) of what his relattonship to 

some object is. :&e second step involves the movement fr.om the 

conception to behavior. The lattel' conception, we said, lead$directly 

to behavior, while the formel' must pass through additional intervening 
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variables (conceptual linking premisses) before action will resuit. In 

any event, in the analytic situation described in section I, the 

expectation was portrayed as the only evidence available to ego. and 

so automatically determining of his conception. When other sources 

of evidence are available, however (self-reflexive acts, past experience, 

other expectations, etc.) it is necessary to consider the conditions 

upon which alter's expectation will be accepted as determining evidence 

as to what ego's relationship to objects is or should be. Then we can 

consider the conditions necessary for the inactment o~ this conception 

into behavior. 

A.) Conditions Cor the Acceptance of Expecta>ions as Evidence (~r a 
Self-Object Relationship: 

In the sase of a mormative expectation. when alter delineates what 

ego's relationship· to an object should be, he is sur,gestion that ehere 

vill be consequences of its failure to be that. It is clearly necessarY 

for ego to believe this before the expectation has any effect. Similarly. 

vhen alter communicated a predictive expectatiOn to ego. ego's 

jud~t of its correctness is the key variable in its effectiveness. 

The primary condition for the effectiveness of an eBpectation. there. is 

its credillility. There are certain characteristics of both the alter 

an4. the expectation which affect credibility • 

. 1. The credibility of alter: 

There has been some ressarch on the kinds of alter that are 

credible. and this research is vell summarized by Cohen! Some of 

the variables "fiIiat seem to be important are 1.) the degree to which 

ego sees alter );0 be motivated by his own self-interest, an,l 2.) The 

degree towhlch ~lter is judged competent to deal with the problem. 

Generally,it would seem tkat the two major factors of alter's 

credibility are ego's conception of alter's (1) compet,mce an" (2) 

honesty. 

These variables are undoubtedly contingent oq other variables, 

suches the congruity between alter's other expectations. ·(and 

continuity over ti~). the intensity of alter'.s expectation, etc. 

• Coben 
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2.) The credibility of the expectation: 

Jerome Bruner lists 3 criteria for the acceptance of any 

new information: 1.) Reality checking(correspondence of the new evidence 

with what ego can observe for himself) ~.) Censensual validation (corres-

'" pondence of the new information with what others say) and 3.) Tnter1al 

consistency, (correspondence of the new infomation with wl,at ego 

ji.lrea~ believes.)* While these conditions (all of which may be seen 

as congruity variables) may be exhaustive, some may be seen to depend 

on other conditions (or other phreseoloty) coamon in the expectation 

literature. (2) above is generally rendered consensus. 

[Insert Fink Material] 

Clarity, of course, should be inpOl'tant, since ego must understand 

the expectation before it maJces sense to discuss his believing U. 

Specificity is important, in that it renders all three 01' Bruner's 

congruence checJcs mor or less easy to perform. . FUrther 

[Insert Fink Material] 

/1" ~is important in all of this discussion to take note of the 

dual relativ6ty of all tlfl:variables. In the first place, in 

the real world of conflicting alters and conflicting expectations 

the important concern is always Nlative credibility, or the degree 

to which alter is lBOrB or less believeable them other alters. and ---the degl'ee to which th6s !lxpeacaUClll i.e __ 01' 1e •• cred1bk than -other expectations. 

Secondly, the alter or the expectation is credible or not 

oredible ~ ~ ,go, not for some unbiased credibility rater. 

In all instances, what ego considers credible is the key vat:iable. 

and it is very likely that different kinds of alters and expectation 

are differentially credible to different egos .Gedibility then is 

relative to the ego. In short,we should be beginning to see that 

the problem of others' expectations is more complex than the literature 

would lead one to beLleve. 

B.) Conditions under which the Expectation credible to 
Ego Will Lead To Behavior: 

We have suggested so far that, if eRO sees them as cre'~ib'''. 



predictive expectations will lead ego to form a conception of 

what he will do (a predicitve expectation for his.own behavior), 

and normative expectations will lead ego to form a conception of 

what he should do (a normative expectation for his own behavior.) 

10 

In the analystically perfect world of section it. ~ ego's conception 

of his real relationship to the object alone, or er.o's conce~tion 

of what his relationship to the object should be a.'.. on ,< with a 

cognitin linking premiss or premisses, will lead direr.tly to 

behavior. 

In the world of changing concrete particulars, though. nothing 

is that simple. At best, we can suggest that. if the conditions 

above are fulfillad, behavior will be initiated. Not all egos 

are capable of performing all behaviors, and can perform some behaviors 

only with great difficulty. As soon as behavior is initiated. a new 

source of evidence about what he will do and what he should do becomes 

available to ego. If a particularly credible expectation from 

a particularly pereuasive (credible) alter were to convince ego 

that he was an airplane about to fly around the block, the 

initiation of that activity would almost surely lead ego to conclud~ 

that alter was miitaken. Horerealistically, the attempt of a 

subnormal IQ ego to achieve an advanced degree would be fruitless 

no matter the efforts of his alterr.. The difficulty of the task, 

both real and as it is perceived by ego, then. is an important 

variable interposed be~een the accePted expectation anll th,' 

behavior. 

lIT 

This analysis has yielded several ,variables, then. which should 

·be considered when assessing the effect of alter's expectations on 

ego's behavior. A table of these variables is presented in the 

appendix. along with the interrealationships likely to be found among 

.. hem. Before considering these variables. however, several 

caveats must be made, and they should be apparant from the previous 

analysis: 
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First of all. the expectation of an alter must be seen as 

a .competitor for the acquiescense of eRo amow; a unlvc!"sc: 0: 
/'I.Re. or '-""$ 5 Q+-

other powerful sources <0 influence. !t competes ai~,linst ero's 
cw.-v7 
_ observations. against what eRo already holds to be t1"l:e. an'! 

. J1~fa'~ against other expectations from other I • Tn any case, tho 

amount of variance in Ego's bebavior that can be explained by 

11 

any given expectations, and, indeed by the sum total of all 

6Kpectations beld by all alters, will never be total. Insofar as 

most of the information ego has about the world, however, cOllIeS to him 

fpom others, and insofar as time and space allow for only selective 

~posure to a few others. the expectations of ego's "significant 

others" should probably account for the_largestpart'of the variance 

in·ego·s behavior. 

Operationalisation: 

(Operational!zation will be accomplished (note ~ and the 

uncOlllpl'Olllt,sing optism it reflects)!n the Expeotation Elicitor.> 
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